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Product Fiche 

TRADE MARK 

SONY 

MODEL NAME 

KDL-43WF663 

020 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CLASS 

A+ 

DISPLAY RESOLUTION (H XV, PIXELS} 

1920x1080 

SCREEN SIZE (CM, MEASURED 

DIAGONALLY} 

108.0 cm 

SCREEN SIZE (INCH, MEASURED 



DIAGONALLY) 

43" (42.5") 

POWER CONSUMPTION (IN OPERATION) 

Rated: 60W / Standard: 51.0W 

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION* 

74 kWh/Year 

POWER CONSUMPTION (IN STANDBY) 

a.sow

Energy consumption per year [kWh/annum] is based 

on the power consumption of the television operating 

4 hou「s per day for 365 days. The actual energy 

consumption will depend on how the television is 

used. 

1) TV does not have the off switch and off mode: 

- The picture of the off switch is not indicated on the 

energy label;

- The power consumption of the TV in the off mode 1s

not indicated in the product fiche.

2) The letters "xx" in the name of the model correspond

to the digital designation of its color design or 

television system, which does not affect the energy

efficiency of the TV. The full name of the model is 

indicated on the TV itself and its fiche.
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Product Fiche 

TRADE MARK 

SONY 

MODEL NAME 

KDL-50WF663 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CLASS 

A 

DISPLAY RESOLUTION (H XV, PIXELS} 

1920x1080 

SCREEN SIZE (CM, MEASURED 

DIAGONALLY} 

125.7 cm 

SCREEN SIZE (INCH, MEASURED 



DIAGONALLY) 

50" (49.5") 

POWER CONSUMPTION (IN OPERATION) 

Rated: 117W / Standard: 80.0W 

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION* 

117 kWh/Year 

POWER CONSUMPTION (IN STANDBY) 

a.sow

Energy consumption per year [kWh/annum] is based 

on the power consumption of the television operating 

4 hou「s per day for 365 days. The actual energy 

consumption will depend on how the television is 

used. 

1) TV does not have the off switch and off mode: 

- The picture of the off switch is not indicated on the 

energy label;

- The power consumption of the TV in the off mode 1s

not indicated in the product fiche.

2) The letters "xx" in the name of the model correspond

to the digital designation of its color design or 

television system, which does not affect the energy

efficiency of the TV. The full name of the model is 

indicated on the TV itself and its fiche.




